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The system is an information filtering system dealing with information overload.
❏ Amazon: an estimated 30% of page views from product recommendations

[Infographic ‘Data Never Sleeps 9.0 by Domo Company] 2
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They predict the next items to capture the sequential dynamics of consumed items.
The sequential dynamics enable the models to track personalized interest drift.
The models do not explicitly consider the time at which recommendation is performed.
❏ E.g., a user who consumed up to 2019 represents the user’s interest only up to 2019.
❏ It is inaccurate to recommend in 2022 (future) due to the prolonged absence of consumption.

Absence of consumption
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Recent research studies users’ global interest drift in items.
It predicts whether each item will be consumed in a recent period of training data.

❏ More recent interest can be captured than user-centric models based on next item prediction.

Interest sustainability: how much users’ global interest in items will sustain in the future.

Hyun, Dongmin, et al. "Interest Sustainability-Aware Recommender System." 2020 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM). IEEE, 2020.

Items likely to be 
consumed in the future

Items NOT likely to be
consumed in the future
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Recent research studies users’ global interest drift in items.
The models can explicitly consider the time at which recommendation is performed.
They neglect each user’s preference.
❏ E.g., the same interest sustainability score of an item for different users

Hyun, Dongmin, et al. "Interest Sustainability-Aware Recommender System." 2020 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM). IEEE, 2020. 6
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We propose a sequential model capturing the benefits of both user- and item-centric models.
• User-centric model (a): personalized interest drift (but no interest sustainability)

• Item-centric model (b): Interest sustainability of items (no personalization)

Ø Proposed model (c):  personalized interest sustainability
❏ It predicts which items each user will consume in the recent period of the training time.
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Interest 
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It requires predicting whether a user consumed items in a recent period:
The past part ℎ!

" for defining features of items (Consumption frequency bins: ) )

The recent part ℎ!# for defining labels of items (Consumed or not:                          )    )

After training, we predict users’ interest beyond the training time by expanding the frequency 
bins up to the whole training time.
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The proposed task is challenging due to the data sparsity.
Most users have insufficient consumption history per item.

In Yelp data, users have 2.6 interactions per item on average.

Ø Intrinsic supplementation scheme
• augments each user’s consumption history for an item based 

on other items consumed by the user.

Ø Extrinsic supplementation scheme
• supplements a user’s consumption history by referring to 

other like-minded users’ consumption history.
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It augments each user’s consumption history for an item 
based on other items consumed by the user.

A user’s interest in an item (espresso) is assumed to sustain 
if the user recently consumes a similar item (cappuccino).

Feature
augmentation
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The goal is to infer a target user’s interest in items through the 
like-minded users’ interest in the items.

It supplements the consumption history of each user (vegan) by 
referring to the history of other like-minded users (other vegans).

Feature
augmentation

Labeling
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The label 𝑦!,# can be noisy because a user can still prefer an item even though the user 
does not consume the item in the recent period.

To complement the label noise, we train our model along with conventional preference 
learning, which utilizes ground-truth labels (consumed items).

Recommendation score at the inference time.

BPR, CML, …
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• Datasets
• Amazon, Yelp, and Google data

• Ranking metrics
• Hit ratio and normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG)
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PERIS outperforms baseline models 
including general, user-centric, and item-
centric sequential models.

An item-centric sequential model shows 
better performance than user-centric 
models thanks to the interest sustainability.

Recent general models reach the 
performance of sequential models without 
considering sequence signals. 
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Baseline models that learn users’ future interests cannot fully capture the PIS.
Depending solely on the PIS score can result in inaccurate recommendations.
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The performance of the models is generally degraded when the elapsed time since their last 
consumption becomes long.
PIS is beneficial to infer users’ interest even though they have a long elapsed time since 
their last consumption.
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We shift users’ item sequences by month from its start time to the relative past or future.

PERIS is sensitive to the temporal change of sequences, which supports the superior 
performance of PERIS.

Shifted to the past Shifted to the futureOriginal sequence
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The vanilla PIS prediction task (𝑃𝐼𝑆) suffers from the sparsity of users’ consumption history.
The intrinsic (𝐼𝑛𝑡.) and extrinsic (𝐸𝑥𝑡.) supplementation schemes are vital to successfully 
perform the PIS prediction task.
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• New training objective for sequential RSs instead of next item prediction.

• Simple yet effective supplementation schemes for the proposed prediction task.

• Superior performance compared to 10 baseline models on 11 real-world datasets.

• More personalized recommendation thanks to the personalized interest sustainability.

Source code: https://github.com/dmhyun/peris

Contact information: dm.hyun@postech.ac.kr
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